As Lythe puts it:
In both countries geographical and economic conditions facilitated the expansion of this sea-borne timber trade. For a timber user in Edinburgh or Aberdeen it was certainly simpler and probably cheaper to arrange direct shipment from a Norwegian port, for the alternative involved a devious cross-country haul from a forest in a remote glen. During the winter freeze, great stocks of timber were accumulated at the ports of south-west Norway from Larvik and Christiansand round to Bergen. The crossing from Scotland, given reasonable weather, took only about four days; there were no hostile waters to penetrate; there were no delays or complications such as those which skippers encountered on entry to the Baltic; the cargo was easy to handle and not liable to damage in transit. Hence it is hardly surprising that from the spring to the late autumn a substantial part of Scotland's merchant tonnage, supplemented by some Dutch and some Norwegian, was engaged in this movement of timber. 
The triangular trade in the North Sea

Sprauten refers to the
A trade pidgin, or lack of such?
In more general terms, it seems reasonable to assume that there was some 
Scots terms for timber used in the Scottish Trade
The following list of timber terms was found in the course of investigating 
Mutual intelligibility of terms in the North Sea timber trade area
The sample above of fifteen timber terms in Scots is indeed a small one, but it is very probably representative of the linguistic situation at a time when thete was considerable trade activity in the North Sea area, particularly in timber as far as Scotland and Norway were concerned.
What is most striking is the fact that at least eleven, and probably thirteen, can be said to be cognate with terms used in Norwegian and other North Sea languages (the two exceptions being wainscot and garronis). They would therefore have been mutually intelligible.
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